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Goal 
n  Build a richly annotated corpus of Late Egyptian texts 
n  Useful both for philologists and linguists 
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Literary - Tales, etc. 
Literary - Hymns, eulogies, etc. 
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Complex queries 
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Look for  +  noun + some space + nty + some space + Hr (Present I)  
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The future of Ramses Online: 
Meta-data 
n  Harmonization with the TLA to share metadata whenever 
possible (resp. Vincent Razanajao) 
n  Data about 
n  Document: an object or a monument 
n  Text: an abstract vision of a text content 
n  Witness: an actualization of a text on a monument 
n  Type of metadata 
n  Thesaurus based, multilingual, with possible inheritance 
n  Date (will be an interval), geographic origin 
n  Language, writing support, text type… 
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n  Next versions will allow Ramses staff to improve their editing 
process; 
n  Possibility to quote the database at a precise moment in time 
n  … then: possibility to manage more than one level of 
annotations (Ramses SyntaxEditor; see Polis & Rosmorduc 
2013); enhanced possibilities of collaborations 
n  Probably: replacement of the heavy java client with a web 










             http://ramses.ulg.ac.be 
 
Comments much appreciated: 
ramses@ulg.ac.be 
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+Many thanks! 
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